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Dar Al Athar
Traces musical traditions and popular instruments

Dr Urkevich explores Soundscapes of the Hijaz
By Chaitali B. Roy
Special to the Arab Times

O

n Monday, Dec 12, Dar Al Athar
Al Islamiyyah presented a much
awaited speaker of their 17th Cultural
Season, Dr Lisa Urkevich at the Al
Maidan Cultural Centre at 7 pm. The
lecture was moderated by Bader Ahmed
al-Baijan, chairman of the Friends of
the Dar Committee.
Dr Urkevich is a popular speaker Her
presentations are not just dry scholarly
observations, but a large slice of life liberally topped with music and dance,
reflecting the scholar’s close association and appreciation of the people and
culture she has lived with and
researched since 1994.
On Monday evening Dr Lisa
Urkevich gave an informative presentation on the Traditional Music of
Western Saudi Arabia in a lecture titled
‘Soundscapes of the Hijaz’.

Preserving
An associate professor of musicology/ethnomusicology at the American
University of Kuwait, Dr Urkevich is
the founder and former Director of the
Arabian Heritage Project, a research
and outreach center dedicated to promoting and preserving the folk traditions of the Peninsula.
She holds four US degrees, and
before coming to Kuwait, she was a

professor at Boston University where
she taught music in the Islamic world.
Currently, she iswith the Museum of
Musical Instruments in Arizona as their
Peninsula research specialist and is
working on a comprehensive book on
the music of Arabia.
Dr Urkevich spent many years in various regions of Saudi Arabia including
Taif, Khamis Mushayt, Riyadh, Najran,
Baha, Wadi da Wasir, Jizan, and Jeddah
to advance her research. She also has
extensive experience in the Gulf States
and has interviewed and recorded traditional groups in Qatar, Bahrain, and the
United Arab Emirates.
She is highly involved with the
investigation and analysis of the musical heritage of Kuwait, a country which
owes her a lot for her research into the
seafaring musical traditions of the Gulf,
an art form dying a slow death. “She
has also proved that sawt was a particular musical form that was indigenous to
Kuwait,” added Bader Al Baijan in his
introduction.
“The Hijaz, which means “barrier”,
is the northwestern mountain range of
Saudi Arabia that spans an extensive
area along the Red Sea coast, from
Jordan to the southern Asir. This dissected highland separates the narrow
Red Sea lowland from the interior
desert region of Riyadh, that is, the
Najd.
The Hijaz is the home of Makkahand

Medina, the birthplace of Islam, but
even in pre-Islamic times, the region
was important as a pilgrimage and trade
center. The major port city of Jeddah,
which is the traditional entry point for
Hajji pilgrims and the primary shipping
harbor of the region, plays a dominant
role in the Hijaz, as do the economically substantial cities of Ta’if and Yenba.
Taif, an important ancient mountain
municipality and market is well known
for its cool temperature and “refreshing
air and gardens”. It was the summer
home of the first Saudi King,
Abdulaziz, ibn Saud. Yanba, the main
port of Medinah along the Red Sea with
a well-protected deep harbor, is now a
major petrochemical city,” said Dr
Urkevich when questioned about the
area that comes within the Hijaz.
Despite the absence of her trademark
live performances which take the form
of lecture demonstrations, her presentation on Monday explored musically and
historically the variety of musical forms
in Western Saudi Arabia, putting them
all in perspective.

Influences
The folk music of Saudi Arabia has
been shaped by the nomadic Bedouins
and the pilgrims who brought musical
influences from around the world. The
music varies from region to region - for
example, in the Hijaz, the music of alsihba combines poetry and songs of

Dr Lisa Urkevich

Arab Andalusia, while the folk music of
Makkah and Madinah reflects these two
cities’ influences from throughout the
Islamic world.
The western port cities of Saudi
Arabia was a melting pot of cultures,
due to its proximity to the sea and to the
pilgrim sites of Makkah and Medina.
“Apart from trading in commodities,
these cities were also known for slave
trade.” The music of the Hijaz therefore
saw many influences. “The Hijaz is a
huge, ancient area, so the music is very

diverse and colorful. It is some of the
richest music in all of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia,” observed Dr Urkevich.
“It is believed that the Hijaz scale is
named after the Hijaz region.
Therefore, many think it came from
there. It is a very famous scale found
throughout all Middle Eastern Music.
Variations of it are also popular in
Western Music.”
In her introductory observations, Dr
Urkevich made reference to the
Ottoman Mehter, the oldest military
music band in the world used as an element of the shock troop treatment by
the Janissary soldiers. “All military
bands around the world come from this
concept of Ottoman Mehter.” Many elements of Mehter music influenced the
music of the region against a back drop
of political tumult that involved the
Wahabis, Ottomans and the Saudis.
“Because the Hijaz is so old, it is difficult to say whether some other culture
influenced the Hijaz or whether the
Hijaz influenced other cultures. But
indeed, one can find musical elements
or characteristics that are shared
between Hijazi music and other music,”
noted Dr Urkevich.

Performance
Her presentation was interspersed
with music bites that helped emphasize
her points and made up for the live performance her audience is used to. She

took the audience through Al Bahaa,
Jiddah, Yanbu, Taif pointing out the different musical traditions and popular
instruments and their use. The simsimyah, noted Dr Urkevich is popular
in the western sea coast town of Yanbu.
It is a harp like lyre also common in
coastal areas of East Africa and Egypt.
It was inevitable that neighboring cultures shared musical traditions.
The surnai, a double reed wind
instrument and other types of African
drums found their way into Saudi and
Gulf music. Interestingly the surnai is
also similar in name and structure to the
Indian instrument ‘shehnai’ which is
used in classical music.
Dana, a popular musical form in
Saudi Arabia has its counterpart in
Kuwait. The dances she showed were
different from that of the Gulf not only
in their costumes but also in the movements. She ended the presentation with
a reference to women musical in the
Hijaz. “Women in the Hijaz have long
been active in music andmany of them
like men are often descendants of long
ago travelers. The great singer Ibtisam
Lotfi who sang in the 1980sis the only
singer to have her voice professionally
recorded in Saudi Arabia. Her ancestors
are from the Berq people of Central
Asia.” She also mentioned Tuha one of
Jeddah’s most famous wedding singers
and ud players whom she interviewed
in the course of her research.
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in English, 8:00 pm - Mass in English
(HFH), 8:00 pm - Mass in Malayalam,
8:30 pm - Mass in Arabic (PPH).
Monday, Jan 9, 2012 - Baptism of the
Lord
Tel: 22434637, 22431563, 22431569
Web: www.avona.org Email: hfckuwait11@gmail.com
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which provides an analysis of Islamist
movements in Kuwait, Egypt, Palestine,
and Jordan. The book has been published
in Arabic.
The lecture will take place on Tuesday,
Dec 17 at 10 am in the AUK Auditorium,
located in the Liberal Arts Building AUK Salmiya Campus. The lecture will
be run in English. It will be open to public
and free of charge.
Dr Brown, who is also a fluent Arabic
speaker, received his PhD and MA from
Princeton University, and was previously
a scholar in residence at the Middle East
Institute. He is currently a Professor of
Political Science and International Affairs
at George Washington University. Dr
Brown has recently been a member of the
International Advisory Committee on
drafting the Palestinian constitution and
consultant to the UNDP’s program on
governance in the Arab world.

Dec 23

PABAK 27th conference: We are to

open our 27th conference on Dec 23, at
the Hawally Disabled Club with these categories:
Open, non leaguers, veterans, inter
company, and the new inter organization.
For more information please contact
Rod Cerezo thru 66686954 and/or rodcerezo@yahoo.com
Dec 24

AAK marks Joyeux Navidad:

BAIA students with their teachers pose for a photo

Dec 19

Christmas-tide program: Holy
Family Cathedral schedule
Dec 19, 20, 21 - Confessions: 5:30 pm
- 8:00 pm
Dec 16-24 - Filipinos Misa de Gallo:
5:00 am
Dec 15-23 - Christmas
Novenas/Confessions - (HFH), (for all
Arabic speaking communities): 7:30 pm
to 9:00 pm.
Dec 24, Saturday, Christmas Vigil
6:30 am - Mass in English; 7:00 am Mass in English; 5:30 pm - Mass in
Malayalam (Latin); 6:00 pm - Mass in
Italian (PPH); 6:00 pm - Mass in French
(GSH); 6:45 pm - Mass in Korean (GSH);
8:00 pm - Solemn Pontifical Mass
(Grotto, Cathedral, HFH/VMH); 10:30
pm - Mass in (Latin Arabic); 10:30 pm Mass in Konkani (Courtyard /HFH);
11:00 pm - Mass in Coptic (VMH); 12:00
mn - Mass in Maronite (Cathedral).
Dec 25, Sunday, Christmas Day
Holy day of Obligation
4:00 am - Mass in Malankara, 7:00 am
- Mass in English, 8:30 am - Mass in
English, 10:00 am - Mass in SyroMalabar (Cathedral), 10:00 am - Mass in
English (HFH), 12:00 noon - Mass in
Maronite, 2:00 pm - Mass in Tagalog,
4:00 pm - Mass in Konkani (TRAN courtyard), 4:15 pm - Mass in Tamil (HFH),
5:15 pm - Mass in English, 6:30 pm Mass in English, 5:00 pm - Mass in
Bengali (VMH), 5:45 pm - Mass in
Sinhalese (HFH), 7:30 pm - Mass in
Malayalam (Latin), 8:30 pm - Mass in
Arabic.
Dec 26, Monday
6:30 am - Mass in English, 7:00 am Mass in English, 6:30 pm - Mass in
English, 7:30 pm - Maronite Mass.
Dec 30, Friday, Holy Family Feast
6:45 am - Mass in English, 8:00 am Mass in English, 9:15 am - Mass in
English, 10:30 am - Mass in Arabic, 1:00
pm - Mass in Coptic, 3:00 pm - Mass in
Tagalog, 3:00 pm - Mass in Korean, 4:30
pm - Mass in Singahala, 4:30 pm - Mass
in Tamil, 4:45 pm - Mass in Malayalam,
6:00 pm - Mass in English, 7:15 pm Mass in Maronite.
Dec 31, Saturday, New Year’s Eve
6:30 am - Mass in English, 7:00 am Mass in English, 5:30 pm - Mass in
Malayalam (Latin), 6:00 pm - Mass in
Italian (PPH), 6:00 pm - Mass in French
(GSH), 6:45 pm - Mass in Korean (GSH),
8:00 pm - Solemn Pontifical Mass
(Grotto, Cathedral, HFH/VMH), 10:30 pm
- Mass in (Latin Arabic) (HFH), 10:30 pm
- Mass in Konkani (Cathedral), 10:30 pm
- Coptic (VMH), 11:45 pm - SyroMalabar (Cathedral)
Jan 1, 2012, Sunday, New Year’s Day
- Mary Mother of God Holyday of
Obligation
7:00 am - Mass in English, 8:30 am Mass in English. 10:30 am - Mass in
English, 12:00 noon - Maronite Mass,
2:00 pm - Filipino Mass, 4:00 pm - Mass
in Konkani (TRAN courtyard), 4:15 pm Mass in Tamil (HFH), 5:00 pm - Mass in

BAIA celebrates Kuwait’s first tap dance examinations
Following more than a year of intensive training students aged 6 to 17
took Kuwait’s first internationally
accredited
Tap
Dancing
Examinations on Dec 1, 2011. Senior
Examiner of the British Ballet
Organization
(BBO),
Deborah
Clarke, flew in from the UK to evaluate the students’ performances. Tap

Dance examination candidates
ranged from the Primary Grade to
Grade 5. Ms Clarke was very
impressed by the quality of the students’ performances and compliments Ms Kamara Gray, their dance
tutor, and the British Academy of
International Arts (BAIA) on a job
well done. The students will be

receiving their official results in the
New Year.
With the addition of the Tap Dance
examinations BAIA now offers international standard dance training in
three styles of dance: Classical
Ballet, Modern Dance as well as Tap
Dance. BAIA also provides training in
Jazz Dance and Hip Hop.

BAIA is now taking registrations for
Term 2. Classes for Term 2 begin Jan
7. To find out about all BAIA programs
on
offer
visit
www.thebaia.com. To register for
BAIA classes and get more information
please
contact
info@thebaia.com or call 60052087
or 25623604 ext 154

Christmas and New Year is a time of
reflection, a season of love and joy, time
for sharing and caring, looking forward to
a prosperous future and bringing happiness into our lives.
The Agnesian Alumnae Kuwait (AAK)
cordially invite you along with your family members and friends to celebrate this
season of joy and love at ‘Joyeux Navidad
2011’ on Dec 24, 2011, from 9:30 pm
onwards at the Movenpick Hotel (Royal
Taiba Tent), Free Trade Zone, Shuwaikh.
This time Santa is loaded with lots of
surprises for those of all ages. This
Christmas bonanza event is going to be an
extravaganza of surprises. The evening
holds in store - AAK Star Contest,
Novelty Dance, Enticing Raffle Prizes,
sumptuous lavish buffet, feet tapping
music by Live Band and DJ Music
Masters (DJs Marlon & John). The
evening will be entrusted to the wellfamed Master of Ceremony - Lloyd
D’Souza.
In line with the AAK motto, proceeds
of the event would go towards the AAK
scholarship instituted at St Agnes College,
Mangalore, India for the benefit of educating deserving students.
You may contact the committee members on 94974248, 66479357, 99200639,
66046033, 66900674 to be part of this
event.
❑
❑
❑

St Paul’s Anglican Service:

Christmas Eve Watchnight Service will be
held at St Paul’s Anglican Church,
Ahmadi. It will begin at 11:30 pm on
Saturday, Dec 24, 2011.
For more details, please visit the website: http://www.stpaulskuwait.com/
Dec 25

Indian Embassy closure: The

Embassy of India will remain closed on
the following dates during the month of
Dec 2011.
Dec 25, 2011 (Sunday) — ‘Christmas
Day’
Dec 30

Kala Kwt announces winners:
A photo from the event

BSK visits International Veterinary Hospital
A group of students studying A-level
Biology at The British School of Kuwait
visited the International Veterinary
Hospital in Mina Abdullah to see how
the topic they are currently studying,
entitled “Infection and Immunity”, is
applied in the real world.
The students were shown round the
hospital by the facility manager,
Gemma Brewer, experiencing the
noise generated by the excited dogs in
the boarding kennels and the quiet
calm of the cattery and surgery recovery areas.
Two of the vets from the hospital, Dr
Angelo Boatta and Dr Angelo Leone,

then talked to the students about the
importance of veterinary medicine, not
only for protecting the health of animals, but also that of their human
owners.
The doctors gave the group some
idea of their daily routine as vets and
also shared some of their past experiences, including some of the difficult
cases they had dealt with and the
problems associated with dealing with
patients who can literally be as small
as a mouse or who don’t have the ability to tell the doctor how they are feeling.
The group was also shown round the

hospital operating theatre, laboratory
and X-ray facility and the importance
of various laboratory tests and the use
of X-rays was explained. The students
gained an insight into the importance
of these techniques in the diagnosis of
an illness, but also experienced the
difficulties that can sometimes arise in
using the results to accurately diagnose an animal’s condition, as they
struggled to correctly interpret an Xray of a pregnant dog. Mohammed
Chaker, one of the students planning
to study Medicine after leaving BSK,
commented that, “This will, hopefully,
be part of my daily routine as a radi-

ographer, so I found it extremely interesting.”
In addition to reinforcing the content of
their Biology course, the visit
impressed upon the students the dedication and commitment of the staff at
the hospital to the animals in their
care, whether just boarding, receiving
a haircut under anaesthetic, or being
treated for an illness. As one of the
doctors explained, “My work doesn’t
end when I leave the hospital. Even at
home, I am always thinking about the
animals and their condition and what
will be the best thing we can do for
them.”

Bengali (VMH), 5:15 pm - Mass in
English, 5:45 pm - Mass in Sinhalese
(HFH), 6:30 pm - Mass in English, 7:30
pm - Mass in Malayalam (Latin), 8:30 pm

- Mass in Arabic.
Jan 6, 2012, Friday
7:15 pm - Maronite Mass (Epiphany),
7:30 pm - Coptic Mass (VMH/HFH)

Jan 8, 2012, Sunday - Solemnity Epiphany of the Lord,
6:30 am - Mass in English, 3:15 pm Mass in Konkani, 4:30 pm - Mass in

Konkani, 5:00 pm - Mass in Bengali
(VMH), 5:30 pm - Mass in Tamil (GSH),
5:45 pm - Mass in English, 6:30 pm Mass in Tagalog (HFH), 7:00 pm - Mass

Kerala Art Lovers Association (Kala
Kuwait) announced winners of the literary
competitions conducted as part of its cultural activities of 2011.
In poetry competition the first place
was secured by Varkey Mathew
Eraviperoor second place went to
Parameswaran and third place was shared
by Peethan K. Vayanad and Anil Attuva.
In short story competition the first
place went to A.P. Sajeev, second place
was shared by Abdul Lateef
Neeleshwaram, Anil Attuva, Seena
Rajavikraman and third place secured by
Shobha Chandran.
Literary competitions was judged by
Bessy Kadavil, Joyce Davies and Habeeb
Rahman. The first prize will be RS 5000,
second prize Rs 3,000 and third prize will
be Rs 2,000 respectively along with
memento prepared by Kala-Kuwait.
The prize distribution will be given to
the winners on December 30th at Carmel
School auditorium.
For more details kindly contact
Naganathan or Manikandan Tel Nos.
97817100,65011865
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